
One definition of a property manager is “someone who manages real-estate for
another person for compensation.” There are many duties involved, which include

marketing the property, screening tenants, collecting rents, maintaining the property,
handling tenant problems, and much more. On certain days, managing property can
mimic a juggler keeping five or more balls constantly moving in the air. Some people
view the property manager’s job as being “all things to all people,” but this is not a

good formula for a successful investment.

We pride ourselves on providing “professional property management.” When
problems exceed our professional sphere and/or legal authority, we advise owners

to seek other qualified “professionals.”

Insurance Agent
A good insurance agent is an absolute necessity. They can advise landlords when
policies shift, when new options are available, and, of course, the best coverage

possible for the best price. The many disasters that occur throughout the year, such
as hurricanes, floods, fires, and tornadoes, create periodic fluctuations in insurance
policies and it is crucial to know when this happens. A reliable agent should review
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your investment insurance annually with you to analyze if your insurance is
adequate or if it is time for an update to the policy.

Tax Professional
Some investors are capable of preparing their taxes, but many are not. A good

accountant and/or professional tax person can often save property owners money
by knowing and using every tax advantage allowed. There are many deductions to

improve the return on investment (ROI) and property owners should take advantage
of every tax benefit available to them.

Real Estate Attorney
Too often, a property owner will contact an attorney they have used for other legal

issues. However, not every attorney has the knowledge necessary for difficult
landlord/tenant issues. For example, someone who is brilliant in corporate litigation
could be a dismal failure when interpreting real estate law. Just like doctors, they

specialize. The wrong attorney can be quite costly.

Loan Officer/Lender
An investor wants to feel they are getting the best possible advice when they are
buying, selling, or refinancing. Loans, fees, and interest rates can yo-yo up and
down. A good loan person can map out all the hidden fees, best plans available,

and advise how different types of mortgages will perform over time.

Real Estate Appraiser
Many times owners request that a property manager provide them with an

“appraisal” of their property. As your property manager, we do have the knowledge
and information to establish market rents for renting your property. However, a

qualified “appraiser” is required to establish real estate values and potential rents for
lending institutions and/or attorneys for legal matters, such as a trust or inheritance.

Environmental Specialist
When problems occur on properties, such as lead-based paint or mold, it is an

“absolute must” to contact a specialist. Most vendors are not qualified under federal
and/or state laws, and the work often requires special licensing. As environmental
lawsuits continue to increase, it is dangerous to ignore paying for a professional.

Home Inspector
Rising estate litigation over the years created new laws and requires “more

disclosures” in the real estate/property management business. This has led to the
development of other services and one example of this is the home inspection

business. A home inspector surveys the property, prepares a detailed report, and
often provides recommendations for repair or preventative maintenance. This can

result in savings for an investor.

There are more services not listed in this article that could also be required for
various reasons. When we recognize the need for a professional outside our

property management area of expertise, we will advise you and if possible, provide
referrals. A good property manager is not “all things to all people” and, in fact, is

illegal in many cases. A combination of services is often necessary for the
“Success of Your Investment.”



October brings out the child out in all of us; we can pretend to be someone else and
use our creative skills to make awesome natural decorations for our homes.

Now that we are all wearing masks, anything goes! It's time to get even more
creative this year in making your ideal mask covering. Have fun!

Speaking of coverings, PRANDI Property Management has you covered with a plan
to help protect your rental property this winter. Our team is identifying all properties

that have gutters and roof lines that require leaf and debris removal to ensure
proper flow in downspouts and gutters. Several of our pre-approved vendors will be
contacting tenants and scheduling a time to come out before the heavy rains arrive.

They will be cleaning all gutters and checking the integrity of the gutter and
downspout systems.

PRANDI Team members are working at the office, at home and in the field always
using proper PPE safety precautions. Our new green PRANDI Property

Management face masks have been very popular with our team and our vendors.
We are easy to recognize and our clients know they are in good hands!
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Let us help you...thinking of buying or selling?
We work with ONLY THE BEST!

Call or email Melissa Prandi, MPM today!
She would love to introduce you to a premium REALTOR.
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